TYPE: Two Roll Single Motor Rotary Straightener

MFG.: Medart

AGE: 1960's

TYPE: Horizontal design, single motor drive

SIZE: # 3

CAPACITY: 1" to 4-1/2" bars - 1" to 6-1/2" tubes

DRIVE MOTOR: 60/75 hp 230 DC, 500/1500 rpm, shunt, frame 651T Reliance

SPEED: 0 to 120 fpm - (approximate)

FEATURES:
Entry & exit tables 40' or 50' long
Control console
Coolant pump & tank
upper and lower guide holders & guides
Steel frame
Roller bearings rolls, and chocks
Spare roll chock and bearings

DIMENSIONS: 13' L x 11' W x 6' H + tables

WEIGHT: 50,000# approximately machine + tables and spares

CONDITION: Good

SUBJECT TO USA MACHINERY CORPORATION TERMS AND CONDITIONS FORM 487